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Abstract:- Character segmentation of handwritten documents is an challenging research topic due to its diverse application environment.OCR 

can be used for automated processing and handling of forms, old corrupted reports, bank cheques, postal codes and structures. Now 

Segmentation of a word into characters is one of the major challenge in optical character recognition. This is even more challenging when we 

segment characters in an offline handwritten document and the next hurdle is presence of broken ,touching and overlapped characters in 

devnagari script. So, in this paper we have introduced an algorithm that will segment both broken as well as touching characters in devnagari 

script. Now to segment these characters the algorithm uses both zone segmentation and thinning based techniques. We have used 85 words each 

for isolated, broken, touching and both broken as well as touching characters individually. Results achieved while segmentation of  broken as 

well as touching are 96.2 % on an average. 

Keywords:- Segmentation , OCR , Zone segmentation, Thinning Based Technique,  BW Morph algorithm 

 

I. Introduction: 

 

 Segmentation is method that partitions the printed or 

handwritten content into individual lines, words or characters. 

Segmentation is one of the testing and challenging fields in 

OCR[1]. It is an operation that tries to divide an image into sub 

images of individual symbols. It is one of the decision 

procedures in OCR. In text report image examination, the 

significant step is extraction of text lines from documents, and 

afterward the text lines are divided into words and characters. 

 

Now Segmentation of a word into characters is one of the 

important challenges in optical character recognition[22]. This 

is even more challenging when we segment characters in an 

offline handwritten document. In our thesis ,we formulate an 

algorithm to segment the handwritten devnagari text [20]. 

 

The next hurdle in this context is segmentation of handwritten 

text which contains broken, touching or overlapped 

characters[31]. Some work is done to segment these types of 

characters. But of work on both broken and partially 

overlapped characters touching characters is our main focus. 

Because in real life it is not possible to get text only with 

broken or overlapped or touching characters. 

 

So in real life we can have text which contains both broken as 

well as overlapped characters. So there is a need to develop 

such a technique which can deal with presence of both broken 

and touching characters of Devnagari script. To deal with 

broken and touching characters zone segmentation and 

thinning algorithm is used respectively. In case of zone 

segmentation, image is divided in upper, middle and lower 

zones and in thinning algorithm or skeleton algorithm the 

characters are made thin[26]. To deal with broken and touching 

characters simultaneously mixing of both algorithms can be 

done so as to create a hybrid algorithm to segment broken as 

well as touching characters as shown below in flow chart: 

 

 
 

 

flow  chart of proposed work 
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II. Methodology : 

 

 First of all , the document is converted into scanned image 

with the help of image scanner. The scanned image can be in 

any format for eg .jpg , .bmp , .tif. 

 

Than after scanning document, binarization is done where the 

scanned images are converted into binary images  with the 

help of OCR Software. Binarization is a process of converting 

image into binary form that means  in the form of 0s and 

1s[2].  

 

After performing binarization of the scanned images, the 

header line of the word is removed to perform further 

segmentation. Header line is an important part of devnagari 

word that glues all the words together. 

 

Firstly the row wise pixel density is checked, where 0 is 

represented for presence of pixel and 1 is represented for 

absence of pixels(white spaces) as follows: 

         Repeat for i from 1 to r. 

         Each row = binaryImg(i,:)  //  Finding row  

                                                         with maximum number of 

0 

                                                            (black pixels)      

          nr(i) = Sum (eachrow()==0) //  array (sum up 

                                                                               no of zeros) 

        End loop. 

 

Now after calculating the maximum value of index(nr),than 

remove upper 13 and lower 13 rows. This was the header line 

is removed. After removing the header line the phase of 

character segment starts. In this phase, zone segmentation is 

done to segment characters into various zones namely upper, 

middle, lower zones. Now segmentation of zones is done in 

following 2 steps: Firstly we will remove the starting and 

ending white spaces Of the image Secondly ,now after 

removing starting and ending white spaces we, will  segment 

the words into different zones. So,we will count characters 

vertically If pixel difference is less than onecount than count 

of no of columns having black pixels than it is considered as 

single character Otherwise broken characters. Similarly count 

horizontally characters by extracting rows instead of columns.  

 

Now after applying zone segmentation on the word, it will 

detect the broken characters present in the word in different 

zones. Broken characters may be present in any zone but to 

detect the broken character in middle zones is more difficult. 

So, by applying zone segmentation we can detect broken 

characters present in the word Now after detecting the broken 

characters by applying zone segmentation we will calculate 

the width of characters to check  whether the characters 

obtained are single character or multiple characters . we can 

calculate the width of characters as follows: 

 

If  ardiff  ≥  threshold value //  if character difference ≥  

threshold value                                                                          

 i.e  If width ˃ threshold  ) 

Than Consider it as multiple characters Otherwise consider it 

as single character and if we obtain multiple characters than 

go to next step. Now after calculating the width of characters, 

if we found any multiple characters or any touching characters 

than we will apply  BW Morph algorithm on it to segment 

them[37].Now after detecting the touching characters it again 

calculate the characters vertically as well as horizontally to 

segment them. 

III. Results : 

 

Output For Isolated Characters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Output For Broken Characters: 
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Output For Touching Characters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outputs For Both  Broken as well as Touching characters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

At the end after segmenting all the 85 characters individually 

for all. The results achieved are shown below in the table: 

 

TYPE OF 

SEGMENTATION 

PERCENTAGE 

Isolated Characters 98.7 

Broken Characters 96.2 

Touching Characters 96.2 

Broken as well as 

Touching Characters 

93.7 

Average 96.2 

 

IV. Conclusion 

The proposed algorithm work over test image database having 

isolated, broken, touching and broken as well as touching 

charcters. The proposed technique is easy for segmentation of 

devnagari text. The algorithm summarised that considerable 

amount of work has been carried out to segment words of 

machine printed Roman script, devnagari and there are varied 

and some well developed techniques used for segmentation of 

touching ,broken and overlapping characters, But very little 

work has been carried out for handwritten scripts like 

Devnagari etc. Segmentation of handwritten words in 

Devnagari script is a challenging task because of the structural 

properties of Devnagari character set and writing styles of 

individuals.  

 Proposed algorithm solves our problem defination 

 Proposed algorithm improves the accuracy as 

compared to existing techniques 

 The technique not only gives the accurate results on 

isolated, touching, broken characters but also on 

broken as well as touching in single character. 

 It gives accurate results on Handwritten Devnagari 

documents which is more difficult than printed 

document because of various writing styles. 

 

V. Future Scope 

The proposed method could be improved for better results 

with partially overlapped characters .More Research work can 

be  done for fully overlapped  characters. Accuracy of the 

proposed technique can be further improved. Thus we can 

futher improve the accuracy of character segmentation by 

overcoming challenges of character segmentation. 
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